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About This Game

Constant sensation of ultimate speed is the players companion throughout the game. Lightning-fast reflexes and tactical skills
are what stands between victory and defeat.

Breakneck rides on near vertical mountainsides with up to 70-degree slopes - feel your heart pumping!
Extreme track design with breathtaking vistas - learning the inside-outs of their topography will be an advantage in the race for

#1.
Steer your vehicle mid air allowing for full control over your ride. Shortening or lengthening your jumps, changing angles can

make or break your lap time.

Assemble your own vehicles from a wide selection of parts and components. Adjust their parameters to best suit your playing
style and personalize the looks, making it unique and truly your own.

Features

Different classes compete simultaneously on the same track

Unique original soundtrack that brings across the vibe of the game, from members renowned bands such as Deftones,
Fear Factory, Hatebreed or Static X, created specifically for nail'd

14 unforgettable tracks in 4 exciting locations
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So I heard about this game through Letigress' stream. My understanding is she partnered up with the developers in order to help
promote the game, which is neat. So lets get into why I DO reccomend this game...
The style is very remincent of Hearthstone. The cards look slightly similar but the style is VERY different. I mean, for starters,
its a board game. Games take anywhere between 5-15 minutes for a round, which I think is perfect. There is a fair amount of
strategy that goes into a match. For $5, I think it is totally worth giving this game a try and seeing where the developers take it!
Now... Here is what I'd like to see from the game...
-MULTIPLAYER! This game needs to let me play against my friends. That's like 80% of the appeal. I've already beat all the
bots. Give me new game modes. This should be the developers first priority.
-Card variety. Right now the starter deck gets stale after 3-5 hours. There is very little you can do with it at the moment. This
game needs 100+ cards to REALLY start to be something special.
-More characters. This is a given and the developers know this. I'm excited to see what they come up with. The abilities of the
NPCs you can play seem neat.
-Let the text and dialogue move at the player's pace. Create like a "Next" arrow when interactions and stuff are happening.
Everything moves so fast right now and I missed a lot of it when I first started.
-New boards. The board now is cool, but I'd like more stuff to happen on it and in the future even have different boards that
aren't as simple as a single square. Maybe something that can accomodate more than two players?

That's all I have for now. I'll update as the developers do. You should get this game. It is cheap and a lot of fun! I only have 1.4
hours shows while I write this, but played offline for 5ish hours. I'll probably play 5 or so more on this patch then wait for
updates. Thank you to Letigress for turning me on to this! :)
Cheers.. I'm very on the fence about recommending this game.....It has some really compelling graphics and is absolutely fun to 
play....In the A10 warthog, and to a lesser degree the helicopter but the boat gives me nausea. One major complaint I have is the
lack of manuverability of the A10, since many negative reviews mention this I don't understand why the devloper chooses to
ignore the widest point of criticism. What I love about the game, well the first time I played and took the A10 up in the sky and
flew a wide circle through the clouds around my naval fleet....It felt and looked amazing....Why oh why is there not more flight
sim in VR?!?! Anyway, I do recomend this game and hope that as it gets developed some of the detracting elements get refined
as it progresses through early access.

i7 7700k
GTX 1080
16 GB RAM. Hey goy, I heard you like DLC?
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3F0Xx-oQKsU. SO FUNNY XD. Dumb, Da Dumb dumb....Dumb
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Last boss is too simple and boring.. I swear by Mr. Foster myself, the reason alone is reason enough to buy it, Mr Foster is
definitely the selling point though, I seldom use the other guys, until recently when I found it fun to pick playermodels based on
the map. But to walk into the server as everyone's favorite character is well satisfying.

Its funny how a character from DLC ultimatley became the face for the entire series.

I guess theres something about a regular guy in a mangled suit with a military surplus gas mask that paints a clear sign of the
world having gone down the tubes and the military was conscripting average joes out of desperation.
Not unlike Louis in Left 4 Dead I suppose, sans the mask.

. I'm a fans of SAO Anime. But not this game...

One word to summarize this game : "Boring..."

I lost all my passion to finish the game, so here is my unfinished review

Pros :
- It's SAO game with all the SAO Characters and resources

CONS :
- No real story or conflict. Just you trying to get to the top floor.
- Boooooooring and repetitive battle. You repeat the same chore again and again untill you reach the top floor.... Even the
hollow area is not that interesting..... Relaxing, fun, pretty, psychedelic, unique game. Whenever I need to relax after some
zombies or killer robots, A quick round of BLARP! never fails to calm me down and put a smile on my face. Love it.. Working
fine on Windows 10 with 4k resolution screen
Very nice game highly recommended!. It's not for everyone but I like it. Trying to survive as an 80's delinquent by playing the
horses and having random acts of weirdness on the beach is pretty amusing. They are using their starters orders game to play out
the races. Apparently in the 80's bookie shops in England, punters bet on races with only an audio call of the race. I'm only
guessing because I'm from the states... Wish they would use the announcer calls for their starters orders races but I digress... So
yeah it's stupid, it's fun and weird but there is nothing like it. If you like horse racing, then you should give this a go because
there just isn't much out there for us.
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